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T

he majority of enzymes and their substrates engaged in cells’ proliferation, differentiation and other vital functions shuttle
between intranuclear and cytosolic compartments through the nuclear pore complexes, aqueous channels formed by
multicomponent protein complexes of the nuclear envelope, also called nucleoporins. The nuclear pore protein complexes
regulate movement of cell components from cytosol to nucleus and vice versa. Defective nucleoporin function could lead to
inappropriate localization of a large number of nuclear and cellular components Nucleoporin composition and structure are
significantly age-dependent and cells lose essential nucleopore proteins with age . Oxidative stress applied to cells in culture caused
marked changes in phosphorylation and O-glycosylation of nucleoporin proteins, and altered their localization and interaction
with other transport components. Such changes of the nuclear pore complex structure and function could lead to aberrant
intracellular trafficking of cell cycle regulating proteins and signaling proteins. Currently, growing body of evidence reveals that
disturbances of nucleoporin structure and function are regular feature of degenerating neurons and could be responsible, in a
major part, for the pathomechanism of neurodegeneration.
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